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Abstract

We present three re�nement principles supporting the transition from system
speci�cations based on �unbounded� asynchronous communication to system spec�
i�cations based on �bounded� synchronous communication� We refer to these prin�
ciples as partial� total and conditional re�nement� respectively� We distinguish be�
tween two synchronization techniques� namely synchronization by hand�shake and
synchronization by real�time constraints� Partial re�nement supports synchroniza�
tion by hand�shake with respect to safety properties� Total re�nement supports
synchronization by hand�shake with respect to both safety and liveness properties�
Finally� conditional re�nement supports both synchronization by hand�shake and
by real�time constraints� We discuss� relate and show the use of these principles in
a number of small examples�

� Introduction

Any method for system development� which depends on that boundedness
constraints � constraints imposing upper bounds on the memory available
for some data structure� component or channel � are imposed already in the
requirement speci�cation� is not a very useful method from a practical point
of view�

Firstly� such boundedness constraints may have a very complicating e�ect
and thereby lead to a reduced understanding of the system to be developed�
Boundedness constraints also complicate formal reasoning and design� Thus�
it seems sensible to avoid imposing these constraints as long as possible � in
other words� to impose these boundedness constraints only in the later phases
of a system development�
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Secondly� the exact nature of these constraints is often not known when the
requirement speci�cation is written� For example� in the requirement engineer�
ing phase of a system development� it is often not clear in what programming
language�s� the system is to be implemented or on what sort of architecture
the system is supposed to run� Thus� in that case� it is known that some
boundedness constraints are to be imposed� but not exactly what these are�

On the other hand� since any computer system has only a bounded amount of
memory� it is clear that at some point in a system development such bounded�
ness constraints have to be imposed� Thus� in a system development it must
be possible to move from system speci�cations based on unbounded resources
to system speci�cations based on bounded resources� Unfortunately� the usual
principles of behavioral and interface re�nement do not always support this
type of re�nements�

In this paper we concentrate on a particular aspect of this problem� namely
the transition from system speci�cations based on �unbounded� asynchronous
communication to system speci�cations based on �bounded� synchronous com�
munication� We distinguish between two synchronization techniques� namely
synchronization by hand�shake and synchronization by real�time constraints�
By synchronization by hand�shake we mean all sorts of time independent�
demand driven or acknowledgment based synchronization�

We propose three re�nement principles� namely partial � total and conditional
re�nement� Partial and total re�nement support synchronization by hand�
shake� Partial re�nement is restricted to speci�cations which only impose
safety properties� Total re�nement preserves both safety and liveness prop�
erties� but is not as general as we would have liked� Conditional re�nement
supports both synchronization by hand�shake and by real�time constraints�

The rest of this paper is split into �ve sections� In Section � we introduce the
underlying semantics� In Section 	 we explain what we mean by a speci�ca�
tion� and we de�ne the usual principle of behavioral re�nement� In Section 

we introduce the three re�nement principles� namely partial� total and condi�
tional re�nement� and show how they can be used to support synchronization
by hand�shake� In Section � we show how conditional re�nement can be used
to support synchronization by real�time constraints� Finally� there is a conclu�
sion giving a brief summary and a comparison to approaches known from the
literature�
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� Semantic Model

We represent the communication histories of channels by timed streams� A
timed stream is a �nite or in�nite sequence of messages and time ticks� A
time tick is represented by

p
� The interval between two consecutive ticks

represents the least unit of time� A tick occurs in a stream at the end of each
time unit�

An in�nite timed stream represents a complete communication history� a �nite
timed stream represents a partial communication history� Since time never
halts� any in�nite timed stream is required to have in�nitely many ticks� We
do not want timed streams to end in the middle of a time unit� Thus� we insist
that a timed stream is either empty� in�nite or ends with a tick�

Given a set of messages M � by M�� M� and M� we denote respectively the
set of all in�nite timed streams over M � the set of all �nite timed streams
over M � and the set of all �nite and in�nite timed streams over M � We use
N to denote the set of natural numbers� and N� to denote N � f�g� Given
s � M� and j � N�� s�j denotes the pre�x of s characterizing the behavior
until time j� i�e�� s�j denotes s if j is greater than the number of ticks in s�
and the shortest pre�x of s containing j ticks� otherwise� Note that s��  s�
This operator is overloaded to tuples of timed streams in a point�wise style�
i�e�� t�j denotes the tuple we get by applying �j to each component of t�

A named stream tuple is a mapping � � a � M� from a set of channel
identi�ers to timed streams� Intuitively� � assigns a �possibly partial� commu�
nication history to each channel named by the channel identi�ers in a� The
operator � is overloaded to named stream tuples in the same point�wise style
as for tuples of timed streams�

Given two named stream tuples � � a�M�� � � b�M� such that a�b  ��
by � � � we denote their disjoint union� i�e�� the element of a � b�M� such
that

c � a� �� � ���c�  ��c�� c � b� �� � ���c�  ��c��

Moreover� for any set of identi�ers b� �jb denotes the projection of � on b� i�e��
�jb is the element of a � b�M� such that

c � a � b� ��jb��c�  ��c��

A function

� � �i�M��� �o�M��

	



mapping named stream tuples to named stream tuples is pulse�driven i�

	�� � � i�M� � j � N � ��j  ��j � ������j���  ������j����

Pulse�drivenness means that the input until time j completely determines the
output until time j � �� In other words� a pulse�driven function imposes a
delay of at least one time unit between input and output and is in addition
�lazy� in the sense that the function can be �partially� computed based on

partial input� We use the arrow
p� to distinguish pulse�driven functions from

functions that are not pulse�driven�

We model speci�cations by sets of pulse�driven functions� Each function or
subset of functions contained in such a set represents one possible implemen�
tation� For example� a speci�cation of a component� whose input and output
channels are named by i and o� respectively� is modeled by a set of pulse�driven
functions F such that F 
 �i�M��

p� �o�M���
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Fig� �� Network Characterized by �� � ��

Pulse�driven functions can be composed into networks of functions � net�
works which themselves behave as pulse�driven functions� For this purpose we
introduce a composition operator �� It can be understood as a parallel oper�
ator with hiding � For example� the network pictured in Figure � consisting of
the two functions

�� � �i� �M��
p� �o� �M��� �� � �i� �M��

p� �o� �M���

where i� � i�  o� � o�  i� � o�  i� � o�  �� is characterized by �� � ���
Informally speaking� any output channel of �� and input channel of ��� and
any output channel of �� and input channel of ��� whose names are identical �
are connected and hidden in the sense that they cannot be observed from the
outside�

Given that

i  �i� n o�� � �i� n o��� o  �o� n i�� � �o� n i���






for any � � i�M�� we de�ne

��� � ������  �jo � �jo where �  ����ji� � �ji��� �  ����ji� � �ji���

Note that the pulse�drivenness of �� and �� implies � that for any � there are
unique �� � such that

�  ����ji� � �ji��� �  ����ji� � �ji���

Thus� �� � �� is well�de�ned� It is also easy to prove that �� � �� is pulse�
driven� As will be shown below� the composition operator � can be lifted
from functions to speci�cations in a straightforward way�

� Speci�cation and Re�nement

We now explain what we mean by a speci�cation� In fact� we introduce two
di�erent speci�cation formats� namely formats for time dependent and time
independent speci�cations� The former format di�ers from the latter in that it
allows real�time constraints to be imposed� We also introduce the usual prin�
ciple of behavioral re�nement� However� �rst we de�ne some useful operators
on streams�

��� Operators on Streams

We also use streams without ticks� We refer to such streams as untimed � Given
a set of messages M � then M�� M� and M� denote respectively the set of all
in�nite untimed streams over M � the set of all �nite untimed streams over
M � and the set of all �nite and in�nite untimed streams over M �

Given A 
M �fpg� �timed or untimed� streams r and s over M � and integer
j�

� �r denotes the length of r� i�e�� if r is in�nite� and the number of elements
in r otherwise� Note that time ticks are counted�

� ha�� a�� ��� ani denotes the stream of length n whose �rst element is a�� whose
second element is a�� and so on� hi denotes the empty stream�

�As a consequence of Banach�s �x�point theorem �	
� since pulse�driven functions
can be understood as contracting functions in a complete metric space�
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� A c�r denotes the result of �ltering away all messages �ticks included� not
in A� If A  fdg we write d c�r instead of fdg c�r� For example

fa� bg c�ha� b�p� c�p� a�pi  ha� b� ai�

� rjj denotes hi if j  �� the pre�x of r of length j if � � j � �r� and r

otherwise� We de�ne rj�  r� This operator is overloaded to stream tuples
in a point�wise way� Note the way �di�ers from this operator�

� r�s denotes the result of concatenating r and s� Thus� ha� bi�hc� di 
ha� b� c� di� If r is in�nite we have that r�s  r�

� r denotes the result of removing all ticks in r� Thus� ha�p� b�pi  ha� bi�

��� Speci�cation Formats

We write time dependent speci�cations in the following form

S � �i� o�
td

�� R

S is the speci�cation�s name� and i and o are �nite� repetition free lists of
identi�ers� The identi�ers in i name the input channels� and the identi�ers
in o name the output channels� The lists are not allowed to have identi�ers
in common� We refer to the elements of these lists as the input and output
identi�ers� respectively� The label td is used to distinguish time dependent
speci�cations from time independent speci�cations� As we will see below� the
latter are labeled by ti� R is a formula in predicate logic with the identi�ers of i
and o as its only free variables� In R each of these identi�ers represents a timed
in�nite stream modeling the complete communication history of the channel
named by the identi�er� Thus� i and o name the input and output channels�
respectively� and R characterizes the relationship between their communica�
tion histories� We will often refer to R as the i�o�relation and to �i � o� as
the syntactic interface�

For any mapping � � C � D and formula P � whose free variables are con�
tained in C and vary over D� � j P holds i� P evaluates to true when each
free variable c in P is interpreted as ��c��

Since there is an injective mapping from repetition free lists to totally ordered
sets� we will often treat such lists as if they were sets� The denotation of a

time dependent speci�cation S � �i� o�
td

�� R can then be de�ned as follows

�� S ��
def
 f� � �i�M��

p� �o�M�� j 	� � �� � ����� j Rg�
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A time independent speci�cation can only be used to specify the time indepen�
dent behavior of a component� A time independent speci�cation has almost
the same syntactic structure as a time dependent speci�cation

S � �i� o�
ti

�� R

The only di�erence is that the label td has been replaced by ti and that the
input and output identi�ers occurring in R now vary over arbitrary untimed
streams� We allow these streams to be �nite since a timed in�nite stream with
only �nitely many ordinary messages degenerates to a �nite stream when the
ticks are removed�

Given a named stream tuple � � a � M�� by � we denote the element of
a�M� such that 	c � a � ��c�  ��c�� The denotation of a time independent

speci�cation S � �i� o�
ti

�� R can then be de�ned follows

�� S ��
def
 f� � �i�M��

p� �o�M�� j 	� � �� � ����� j Rg�

The composition operator � can be lifted from pulse�driven functions to spec�
i�cations in a straightforward way� Let S� and S� be two speci�cations whose
syntactic interfaces are characterized by �i�� o�� and �i�� o��� respectively� If
i� � i�  o� � o�  �� i  �i� n o�� � �i� n o�� and o  �o� n i�� � �o� n i��� then
S� � S� denotes the network pictured in Figure � with �� and �� replaced by
S� and S�� respectively� We de�ne �� S� � S� �� to be the set of all

� � �i�M��
p� �o�M��

such that

	� � �i�M�� � ��� � �� S� ��� �� � �� S� �� � ����  ��� � �������

Note that this de�nition is not equivalent to the point�wise composition of
the functions in �� S� �� and �� S� ��� However� this alternative denotation based
on point�wise composition� obtained by moving the two existential quanti�ers
ahead of the universal� is of course contained in �� S� � S� ��� In fact� the way
�� �� is de�ned implies that for any speci�cation S and functions � � if

	� � �� � � �� S �� � ����  � ����

then � � �� S ��� Thus� the denotation of a speci�cation is always closed in this
sense� This closure property makes our model fully abstract ��� and simpli�es
the de�nitions of re�nement�

�



In the sequel we distinguish between basic and composite speci�cations� The
latter di�er from the former in that they consist of several speci�cations com�
posed by ��

A time independent speci�cation

S � �i� o�
ti

�� R

is said to be safe if it only imposes safety properties� To formally characterize
what this means� we introduce some helpful notations� For any formula P �
repetition free list of identi�ers a� and list of expressions c of the same length
as a� by P �ac � we denote the result of replacing each occurrence of an element
of a in P by the corresponding element of c� Moreover� for any repetition free
list of identi�ers a� we use a � T to declare each element of a to be of type T �
Finally� for any lists of expressions a and c of the same length� a v c holds i�
each element of a is a pre�x of the corresponding element of c� We may then
formally de�ne S to be safe i�

	i � M�� o �M� � R� 	o� �M� � o� v o� R�oo���

��� Behavioral Re�nement

We represent the usual principle of behavioral re�nement by �� It holds only
for speci�cations whose syntactic interfaces are identical� Given two speci��
cations S� and S�� then S� � S� i� �� S� �� 
 �� S� ��� Thus� S� is a behavioral
re�nement of S� i� any pulse�driven function which satis�es S� also satis�es
S��

Clearly� � characterizes a re�exive and transitive relation on speci�cations�
Moreover� it is also a congruence modulo � in the sense that

S� � �S� � S� � �S� � S� � S� � �S� � �S��

� Synchronization by Hand�Shake

As already mentioned� in this paper we consider two synchronization tech�
niques� namely synchronization by hand�shake and synchronization by real�
time constraints� In this section we propose re�nement principles supporting
the former�

The close relationship between speci�cation formalisms based on hand�shake
communication and purely asynchronous communication is well�documented
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Fig� 	� Introducing Synchronization by Hand�Shake

in the literature� For example� ��� shows how the process algebra of CSP can be
extended to handle asynchronous communication by representing each asyn�
chronous communication channel by a separate process� A similar technique
allows di�erent types of hand�shake communication to be introduced in a
system speci�cation based on purely asynchronous communication� each asyn�
chronous channel is re�ned into a network of two components which internally
communicate in a synchronous manner� and which externally behave like the
identity component�
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Consider a network consisting of two time independent speci�cations S� and S�
communicating purely asynchronously via an internal channel y� as indicated
by Network � of Figure �� We want to re�ne Network � into a network of two
speci�cations �S� and �S� communicating in a synchronous manner employing
some sort of hand�shake protocol � in other words� into a network of the same
form as Network 
 of Figure ��

Using the technique proposed above� we may move from Network � to Network

 in three steps� employing the usual principle of behavioral re�nement�

� Step �� Insert an identity speci�cation I between S� and S� of Network ��
as indicated by Network � of Figure �� It follows trivially that

S� � S� � S� � I � S��

Thus� Network � is a behavioral re�nement of Network ��
� Step �� Re�ne the identity speci�cation into two sub�speci�cations I� and
I� which communicate in accordance with the desired protocol� We then get
Network 	 of Figure �� Clearly� it must be shown that

I � I� � I��

in which case it follows by transitivity and congruence of � that Network
	 is a behavioral re�nement of Network ��

� Step 	� Finally� if we can show that

S� � I� � �S�� I� � S� � �S��

we have that

S� � S� � �S� � �S�

by transitivity and congruence of �� Thus� in that case� Network 
 is a
behavioral re�nement of Network ��

Unfortunately� this strategy is rather tedious� and more importantly� it can
only be employed to internal channels� To handle external channels accord�
ingly� a more general re�nement principle than behavioral re�nement is needed�
This re�nement principle must allow for the introduction of additional feed�
back loops� For example� without this generality it is not possible to synchro�
nize the communication between S� and S� in Network �� using a hand�shake
protocol� Of course� one may argue that the synchronization could be con�
ducted via the environment� but this is not what we want� Thus� with respect
to our example� this generality is needed in order to build up a connection
from S� to S� allowing S� to communicate acknowledgments or demands�

��



��� Partial Re�nement

Consider two time independent speci�cations S and �S such that �i� o� is the
syntactic interface of S� In the previous section we have seen that a re�nement
principle supporting synchronization by hand�shake must allow for the intro�
duction of additional feedback loops� This implies that if �S is a re�nement
of S in this sense� �S must be allowed to have additional input and output
channels� Thus� given that ���� �o� is the syntactic interface of �S� we assume
that i 
 �� and o 
 �o�

We now want to characterize what it means for �S to re�ne S� If only the �old�
channels are considered� one might expect this to be equivalent to insisting
that for any function �� satisfying �S and any input history there is a function
� satisfying S which behaves in the same way as �� with respect to this input
history� However� due to the synchronization conducted via the new channels�
the computation of �� can be halted too early because the required acknowl�
edgments or demands are not received� Thus� in the general case� unless we
make certain assumptions about the environment�s behavior� this requirement
is too strong� On the other hand� since a safety property only says something
about what a component is not allowed to do� and nothing about what it has
to do� the possibility that the computation of �� is halted too early is not a
problem if S is safe� Thus� the proposed de�nition is adequate if we are only
interested in safety properties� Formally� given that S and �S are safe� we say
that �S is a partial re�nement of S� written S

p
� �S� i�

	�� � �� �S ��� � � ���M� � �� � �� S �� � �� ���jo  ���ji��

Note that if i  �� and o  �o then
p
� degenerates to � with respect to safe

speci�cations� It is straightforward to prove that
p
� characterizes a re�ex�

ive and transitive relation� Moreover� it is also easy to prove that
p
� is a

congruence with respect to � in the same sense as �� Thus� partial re�ne�
ment has the same nice properties as behavioral re�nement and is therefore
equally well suited as a re�nement principle for modular system development�
Unfortunately� most speci�cations are not safe � they also impose liveness
constraints� Thus� a more powerful re�nement principle is needed�

��� Total Re�nement

Consider once more the two time independent speci�cations of the previous
section� As already argued� since the computation of a component satisfying
�S can be halted too early because a required acknowledgment or demand is
not received� the de�nition of partial re�nement is too strong if S also imposes
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liveness properties� In that case� the relation has to be weakened by some sort
of environment assumption � an assumption constraining the communication
histories of the �new� input channels� Let � � ���M� and assume �� is the set
of new input channels� i�e� ��  �� n i� For many synchronization protocols it is
enough to require that on each new input channel in�nitely many messages are
received� We use inf������ to denote this environment assumption� Formally�

inf������
def
 	c � �� � ���c� ��

Based on this environment assumption� we de�ne �S to be a total re�nement

of S� written S
t
� �S� i�

	�� � �� �S ��� � � ���M� � �� � �� S �� � inf������� �� ���jo  ���ji��

It is easy to see that total re�nement degenerates to behavioral re�nement
if i  �� and o  �o� Moreover� due to the pulse�drivenness constraint im�
posed on the functions characterizing the denotation of a time independent
speci�cation� it follows that total re�nement implies partial re�nement if the

speci�cations are safe� It is also easy to prove that
t
� characterizes a re�exive

and transitive relation on time independent speci�cations� Unfortunately�
t
�

is not a congruence with respect to �� In the following� we use RS to represent
the i o�relation of a basic speci�cation S�

Example � �Total re�nement is not a congruence� To see that total re�
�nement is not a congruence with respect to �	 consider the four time indepen�
dent speci�cations S�� S�� �S�	 �S�	 whose syntactic interfaces are characterized
by �q� z�	 �z� k�	 �q� x� z�	 �z� x� k�	 respectively	 and whose i�o�relations
are de�ned as below

RS�

def
 z  q� R �S�

def
 z  qj�x���

RS�

def
 k  z� R �S�

def
 k  z � x  zj�z���

Note that x is a new feedback channel from �S� to �S�� Clearly	 S�
t
� �S� and

S�
t
� �S�� Since

RS� � RS� � k  q�

it follows that S��S� behaves as an identity component� On the other hand	 by
inspecting �S� and �S�	 it is clear that any correct implementation of �S� can send
a second message along z only after having received at least one acknowledg�
ment along x� Moreover	 it is also clear that any correct implementation of �S�
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can output the �rst acknowledgment along x only after having received at least
two messages along z� These causality constraints are semantically imposed
via the pulse�drivenness � � Thus	 any correct implementation of �S� � �S� will
never output more than one message along k� Since both S� � S� and �S� � �S�
have q as their only input channel	 and since it may be the case that �q 	 �	
it follows that

S� � S� � t� �S� � �S��

The problem observed in Example � can be understood as deadlock caused
by an erroneous synchronization protocol� What is required is some proof
obligation� more explicitly � some freedom from deadlock test� characterizing
under what conditions total re�nement is a �congruence� with respect to ��
Firstly� we want a proof obligation which takes advantage of the fact that

we have already proved that S�
t
� �S� and S�

t
� �S�� This suggests it should

be independent of S� and S�� Secondly� to allow systems to be developed
in a top�down style� this proof obligation must be checkable based on the
information available at the point in time where the re�nement step is carried
out� For example� it should not require knowledge about how �S� and �S� are
implemented�

With respect to a network as in Example �� it is enough to check that� when the
computation halts� then the output along z will not be extended if additional
input is received on the feedback channel x� This is equivalent to verifying the
proof obligation below

R �S�
� R �S�

� R �S�
�xx�x���

where x� is a new identi�er� We now prove that this proof obligation guarantees

S��S� t
� �S�� �S�� given that S�

t
� �S�� S�

t
� �S� and that the syntactic interfaces

are as in Example ��

Let �� � �� �S� � �S� ��� � � fqg � M�� The de�nition of � implies there are
��� � �� �S� ��� ��� � �� �S� �� such that �� ���  ���� � �������� This means there are
� � fkg �M�� 
 � fzg �M�� � � fxg �M� such that

����� � ��  
� ����
�  � � �� ���� � �������  ��

�Remember that also time independent speci�cations are interpreted in terms of
pulse�driven functions and timed streams�

�	



There are two cases to consider�

� If inf��� x� then S�
t
� �S� and S�

t
� �S� imply there are �� � �� S� ��� �� � �� S� ��

such that �����  
 and ���
�  ��
� If �inf��� x� then there is a j � N such that ��x��j �

p
�  ��x�� where

p
�

denotes an in�nite stream of ticks� Let �� �� be the function such that

�� � ���j �v w� �� ���w�  ����w��

�� � ��j� v w� �� ���w�  ����� � ���

��k v v � ���k��� �v v � k � j � �� ���v � ���j �u��  ����v � ���k �u���

The concatenation and pre�x operators are here overloaded to named stream
tuples in the obvious point�wise way� �� �� is clearly well�de�ned and pulse�
driven� Moreover� it follows straightforwardly from the proof obligation that
�� �� � �� �S� ��� Clearly

�� ���� � ���j �u��  �� ���� � ��  ����� � ���

Then S�
t
� �S� and S�

t
� �S� imply there are �� � �� S� ��� �� � �� S� �� such that

�����  
 and ���
�  ��

Since �� � �� S� ��� �� � �� S� �� imply �� � �� � �� S� � S� ��� it then follows that

S� � S�
t
� �S� � �S�� which is what we wanted to prove�

With respect to Example �� if the i o�relation of �S� is rede�ned as below

R �S�

def
 k  z � x  z�

it follows by the proposed proof obligation that S� � S�
t
� �S� � �S��

We now show how this proof obligation can be generalized to handle arbitrary
composition modulo ��

Example � �Handling additional external input channels� To indica�
te the weakness of the test we have already formulated	 we go through another
example� Let S�	 S� and �S� be as in Example �	 and let

�S� � �z� i� x� k�
ti

�� k  z � x  zj�i�

The behavior of �S� now depends on an additional input channel i� As before	

S�
t
� �S� and S�

t
� �S�� Moreover	 it is also clear that S� � S�

t
� �S� � �S�� Un�

fortunately	 our proof obligation does not hold� For example	 we have that

�q 	 � � i  hi ��z  �� R �S�
�R �S�

� R �S�
�xx�x�� ��x� �� z  q�

�




Thus	 since x� does not occur in the antecedent of the proof obligation	 it follows
that it is falsi�ed by at least this instantiation�

With respect to Example �� the problem is that our proof obligation does
not take the new channel i into account� Since i is not an output channel
of �S�� but connected to the overall environment� the implicit environment
assumption built into the de�nition of total re�nement implies we only have
to consider the situation that in�nitely many messages are received on i� Thus�
the proof obligation can be weakened as below�

	i � M� � R �S�
�R �S�

� R �S�
�xx�x���

Note that this proof obligation is satis�ed by the re�nement step considered
in Example ��

It is now straightforward to formulate a general proof obligation� Let x� y� i
be lists consisting of respectively the new input channels of �S� connected to
�S�� the new input channels of �S� connected to �S�� and the new input channels
of �S� and �S� connected to the overall environment� Then we get the following
re�nement rule

S�
t
� �S�

S�
t
� �S�

	i �M� � R �S�
�R �S�

� R �S�
�xx�x�� � R �S�

�yy�y� �

S� � S�
t
� �S� � �S�

It is assumed that the speci�cations are basic� The rule can easily be general�
ized to deal with n 	 � speci�cations�

The proof that this rule is sound is a straightforward generalization of the
proof for the restricted case given above� See ���� for details� Note that this
rule does not require proof work conducted earlier in the development process
to be redone� The two �rst premises can be checked locally� the third premise
is a co�existence check making sure that no deadlock has been introduced�

As already mentioned� although total re�nement is su!cient for many hand�
shake protocols� this principle is not as general as we would have liked� The
problem is that certain synchronization protocols impose fairness constraints
on the distribution of acknowledgments or demands sent along a channel�

Example � �Lack of generality� To see the lack of generality	 let S� and
S� be de�ned as in Example �� Moreover	 assume that �S� and �S� have the same

��



syntactic interfaces as in Example �	 and that their i�o�relations are rede�ned
as below

R �S�

def
 z  q j��� c�x���� R �S�

def
 k  z ���� c�x�  �z�

Clearly	 S�
t
� �S�� Moreover	 we also have that S�� S�

t
� �S�� �S�� However	 it

does not hold that S�
t
� �S�� The reason is of course that the implicit environ�

ment assumption of total re�nement	 namely that in�nitely many messages are
received on x	 does not guarantee that the required number of �
s are received�

��� Conditional Re�nement

Consider once more the two time independent speci�cations S and �S of the
two previous sections� As already argued� for certain hand�shake protocols the
implicit environment assumption of total re�nement is too weak� One way to
deal with this problem is to make the environment assumption explicit and
let the user himself specify the required assumption� More explicitly� let B be
a formula whose free variables are contained in �� � �o and vary over untimed
streams� we say that �S is a conditional re�nement of S with respect to B�
written S�B

�S� i�

	�� � �� �S ��� � � ���M� � �� � �� S �� � �� � �� ���� j B � �����jo  ���ji��

Note that the condition B may also refer to the output behavior� This is in
some cases necessary since the correct input behavior at some point in time
may depend on what has already been output�

It is clear that if i  �� and o  �o then �true corresponds to behavioral
re�nement� It is also easy to see that for any time independent speci�cation S

and condition B� we have that S�B S� Thus� conditional re�nement has the
required �re�exivity� property� It is also �transitive� in a certain sense

S��B�
S� � S��B�

S� � S��B��B�
S��

Conditional re�nement is not a congruence modulo � in the general case�
However� the following re�nement rule is valid

S��B�

�S�

S��B�

�S�
B �R �S�

� R �S�
� B� � B�

S� � S��B
�S� � �S�

��



It is assumed that the speci�cations are basic� The rule can easily be general�
ized to deal with n 	 � speci�cations�

Also this rule has the nice property that proof work conducted earlier in
the development process does not have to be redone� The two �rst premises
are local constraints� the third is a co�existence check making sure that no
deadlock has been introduced�

We now prove that the rule is sound� Let �������� �o�� �o�� �x� �y be mutually disjoint
lists of identi�ers� and let � be a concatenation operator for such lists� More�
over� let �i� � x � o� � y�� �y � i� � x � o��� ���� � �x � �o� � �y� and ��y ���� � �x � �o�� be
the syntactic interfaces of S�� S�� �S� and �S�� respectively� Assume that i� 
 ����
o� 
 �o�� i� 
 ���� o� 
 �o�� x 
 �x� y 
 �y� and that the three premises hold�

Let �� � �� �S� � �S� ��� �� � ��� �M�� �� � ��� �M� such that

��� � �� � �� ��� � ���� j B�

The de�nition of � implies there are ��� � �� �S� ��� ��� � �� �S� �� such that ����� �
���  ���� � ������� � ���� It follows there are �� � �o� � M�� �� � �o� �
M�� 
 � �x�M�� � � �y �M�� such that

������ � 
�  ��� � ��� ����� � ���  �
 � ����

It follows straightforwardly that ��� � �� � �� � �� � 
 � ��� j B�R �S�
�R �S�

�

in which case the third premise implies ��� � �� � �� � �� � 
 � ��� j B��B��
This and the two �rst premises imply there are �� � �� S� ��� �� � �� S� �� such
that

������ � 
�jo��y  ���jo� � �jy�  �����ji� � 
jx��
����� � ���jx�o�  �
jx � ��jo��  ����jy � ��ji���

The way this was deduced� the de�nition of � and the fact we have unique
�x�points imply the conclusion� Thus� the soundness of the re�nement rule
has been veri�ed�

Example � �The re�nement step of Example �� The correctness of the
re�nement step of Example � follows straightforwardly by the rule proposed
above if the three conditions are de�ned as below

B
def
 �i � �q� B�

def
 �x � �q � �� B�

def
 true�

Example � �The re�nement step of Example �� The correctness of the
re�nement step of Example � follows straightforwardly by the rule proposed

��



above if the three conditions are de�ned as below

B
def
 true� B�

def
 ��� c�x� � �q � �� B�

def
 true�

� Synchronization by Real�Time Constraints

Above we have shown how partial� total and conditional re�nement can be
used to support synchronization by hand�shake� In this section we show that
conditional re�nement also supports synchronization by real�time constraints�
Timed streams capture real�time in the sense that the interval between each
pair of consecutive time ticks represents the same least unit of time� Consider
two time dependent speci�cations S and �S� For simplicity� since we in this
section do not consider synchronization by hand�shake� we assume that both
speci�cations have the same syntactic interface �i� o�� Let B be a formula
whose free variables are contained in i�o and vary over in�nite timed streams�
We say �S is a conditional re�nement of S with respect to B� i�

	�� � �� �S ��� � � i�M� � �� � �� S �� � �� � �� ���� j B � �����  �����

Example 	 �By real�time constraints� Consider the two time dependent
speci�cations de�ned below

S� � �q� y�
td

�� y  q� S� � �y� s�
td

�� s  y�

Each correct implementation of S� � S� requires an unbounded amount of
internal memory� The reason is that the overall environment may send ar�
bitrarily many messages between two time ticks along q� Since	 due to the
pulse�drivenness	 any correct implementation delays the output with at least
one time unit	 S� must be able to store arbitrarily many messages� Consider
the auxiliary predicate

bnd�i� k�
def
 	j � N � ��i��j�������i�j�  k�

It holds for an in�nite timed stream i if the maximum number of messages
received between two consecutive time ticks in i is less than k� We may use
this predicate to synchronize the communication as below

�S� � �q� y�
td

�� bnd�q� k�� y  q � bnd�y� k��

�S� � �y� s�
td

�� bnd�y� k�� s  y � bnd�s� k��

��



In the case of �S� � �S� we may �nd an implementation requiring an internal
memory capable of storing maximum m messages	 where m depends on k and
how fast the chosen architecture allows input messages to be forwarded along
the output channels� Clearly

S� � S� �� �S� � �S��

The reason is that �S� � �S� may behave arbitrarily as soon as the environment
falsi�es bnd�q� k�� On the other hand	 it is clear that

S� � S��bnd�q�k�
�S� � �S��

This follows easily since

bnd�q� k� � R �S�
� R �S�

� bnd�q� k� � bnd�y� k��

Even if S�B
�S holds� it may be the case that �S allows an implementation

which itself breaks the condition B or forces the environment to break the con�
dition B� To avoid such re�nements it is enough to impose well�formedness
conditions on B� One may also formulate well�formedness conditions making
sure that the predicate B is only constraining the behavior related to syn�
chronization� For example� with respect to hand�shake synchronization� one
may introduce a well�formedness condition making sure that the condition B

only constrains what is received on the �new� feedback channels� However� a
detailed discussion of well�formedness conditions is beyond the scope of this
paper�

	 Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced three principles of re�nement� Their proper�
ties can be summed up as below� Partial re�nement supports synchronization
by hand�shake with respect to safety properties and is a congruence mod�
ulo �� but does not support synchronization by real�time constraints� To�
tal re�nement supports synchronization by hand�shake with respect to both
safety and liveness properties and allows modular top�down design� but is not
very general and does not support synchronization by real�time constraints�
Conditional re�nement supports both synchronization by hand�shake and by
real�time constraints with respect to both safety and liveness properties and
allows modular top�down design� As we see it� the main contribution of this
paper is that we have shown how re�nement principles based on explicit or
implicit environment assumptions can be used to support the transition from

��



system speci�cations based on purely asynchronous communication to system
speci�cations based on synchronous communication� However� in particular
conditional re�nement seems to have a much broader application area� We
refer to ���� for detailed proofs of the di�erent claims made in this paper�

As explained in �
�� behavioral re�nement can be generalized to interface re�
�nement by relating the concrete and abstract interface by a representation
function in the style of ���� The three re�nement principles proposed above
can be generalized accordingly�

We refer to ��� for a detailed investigation of the underlying semantic model�

The principles of partial and total re�nement were de�ned in ��	�� but in a
less general setting� Conditional re�nement is a straightforward generalization
of behavioral re�nement � so straightforward that it seems unlikely that this
idea is new� For example� what ��� refers to as conditional implementation
is closely related� Moreover� the decomposition theorem of ��� seems to allow
related re�nements with respect to complete systems� Contrary to us� their co�
existence proof is formulated with respect to the more abstract speci�cations�
An attempt to tackle the transition from unbounded to bounded resources in
the context of algebraic speci�cations can be found in �	��

With respect to conditional re�nement� instead of using explicit conditions
one may calculate the weakest conditions under which the concrete speci�ca�
tions re�ne the abstract speci�cations� However� we �nd the use of explicit
conditions more practical�

The re�nement principles proposed above can of course be reformulated in
other settings� For example� if the re�nement principle of the rely guarantee
method ��� is weakened along the lines proposed in this paper some of the
problems reported in ��
� seem to disappear � �

The proposed re�nement principles have not been justi�ed with respect to
some sort of observation language as for example advocated in ����� Instead�
the well�suitedness of behavioral re�nement as de�ned in �
� has been taken for
granted� Both total and conditional re�nement characterize behavioral re�ne�
ment in the sense of �
� modulo certain assumptions about the environment�

In practice� speci�cations are often written in an assumption commitment
form� Some of the proof�obligations proposed above can then be replaced by
more sophisticated rules� See ���� for assumption commitment rules with re�
spect to the semantic setting of this paper�

� Indeed� independent of us� this has recently been con�rmed by Pierre Collette
��
�
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